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MC 894 St. Andrews Navy League Fonds

Summary information

Repository: Charlotte County Archives

Title: St. Andrews Navy League Fonds

ID: MC 894

Date: 1943-1997 ; Predominant 1986-1995 (date of creation)

Language: English

Physical description: 18.2cm of Textual Records

Note [generalNote]:
Originally contained in a box of unprocessed material found in the
Charlotte County Archives' vault.

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

The St. Andrews Navy League is a branch of the New Brunswick Navy League, itself a part of the larger
Navy League of Canada. The Canadian Navy League was formed in December 16 1895, as part of a
response to a growing concern within Britain and its colonies over the readiness of the Royal Navy
to defend the widely separated British colonies and the trade routes they had come to depend on. The
primary focus of the Canadian Navy League during this time was to draw in support from ordinary people
to ensure a strong naval defense for Canada and its trade routes. This was done by promoting the need
for naval reserve training programs within the Canadian government, and by supporting youth training
programs meant to encourage and prepare young men to join the navy.
During the first and second World Wars, the Canadian Navy League primarily concerned itself with
recruitment and support for naval personnel through hostels, welfare services for dependents, and the
rehabilitation of naval veterans. The Navy League Sea Cadets were also formed around 1923 with the
goal of training young men to join the navy or merchant marine. After World War II the Canadian Navy
League shifted its focus almost entirely to youth training through the Sea Cadet program, as well as the
Navy League Cadet program aimed at children under 12.
The history of the St. Andrews branch of the Navy League begins in early 1986, when a committee
sponsored by the Royal Canadian Legion Passamaquoddy Branch 8 was formed in St. Andrews with the
goal of establishing a cadet corps. In the fall of 1986, the decision was made to form a branch of the New
Brunswick Navy League in St. Andrews, with the goal of sponsoring a local Sea Cadet corps. During the
winter of 1986 and 1987 recruitment of trained officers and cadet trainees began, and by February 1987 a
group of 11 female and 21 male cadets had been formed. They soon began attending their weekly drill and
classroom sessions.
Traditionally, Sea Cadet corps are named after a naval vessel or an Admiral. The St. Andrews Sea Cadets
were given the name #303 “St. Andrew”, they were named after a four cannon gun boat which patrolled
the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario during the local Fenian Raids of 1866. This corps name was changed
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in the early 1990s to #303 “St. Croix”, in reference to a U.S. ship that was turned over to the Canadian
Navy during World War II. The H.M.C.S. St. Croix was a destroyer which was torpedoed by a German
U-Boat and sunk southeast of Greenland on September 20 1943. All of its 147 crew of Canadian seamen
were killed, many of whom were from Atlantic Canada, with the exception of W. A. Fisher of Black
Diamond, Alta.
The #303 St. Croix Sea Cadets were disbanded around 1996, while the St. Andrews branch of the Navy
League still exists today. They currently maintain the #352 Fundy Sea Cadet corps in St. Andrews.

Scope and content

The items in this collection belonged to the St. Andrews branch of the New Brunswick Navy League,
itself part of the larger Canadian Navy League. The purpose of the St. Andrews Navy League was
to organize, manage, promote, and provide funding for a local Sea Cadet corps which they were a
sponsor of, the #303 Royal Canadian Sea Cadet Corps “St. Croix”, formerly “St. Andrew” when it was
first formed in 1987. The items in this collection provide information on how the St. Andrews Navy
League would support their cadet corps and the different kinds of activities their Sea Cadet corps would
participate in.
The different types of items include correspondence, either with people or organizations outside the
Navy League or within the Navy League, programs and pamphlets meant to promote the Sea Cadet
movement or specific Sea Cadet and Navy League events, documents related to St. Andrews Navy
League meetings, including minutes, agendas, and supplementary notes, blank awards or certificates to
recognize the contributions of Navy League members or Sea Cadets, documents on the history of the
Navy League, documents which outline the internal policies of the Navy League organization, news items
and announcements published for promotional purposes which were circulated in public newspapers
or within the Navy League and Sea Cadets, documents related to training cadets, financial information,
and documents which outline how the Navy League and the different events it would organize were
structured.

Notes

Title notes

Physical condition

Good. Nearly all of the documents are typed or written on modern paper and are perfectly legible with
no tears or folds. Some of the older newspaper articles in this collection are becoming brittle.

Location of originals

4G4
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Other notes

• Publication status: Published
• Alpha-numeric designations: Acc.2021.098

Access points

• St. Andrews Navy League
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Advertisements (documentary form)
• Blank forms (documentary form)
• Clippings (documentary form)
• Leaflets (documentary form)
• Narratives (documentary form)
• Pamphlets (documentary form)
• Recording logs (documentary form)
• Correspondence (documentary form)
• Miscellaneous Documents (documentary form)
• Cadets (subject)
• Events and celebrations (subject)
• Organisations (subject)
• Sailing (subject)
• Education (subject)
• Finance (subject)
• News (subject)
• St. Andrews (place)
• Saint John (place)
• Nova Scotia (place)

Collection holdings

Series: MC 894-MS1 - Corporate Documents

Title: Corporate Documents

ID: MC 894-MS1

Date: 1986-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The documents in this series were used by the St. Andrews branch of the New Brunswick Navy
League to plan for events for the #303 Sea Cadet corps and other Navy League affairs, as well as
documents with details on the internal structure of this branch of the Navy League. Most of the
documents in this series are internal memos, lists, outlines, proposals, and reports which contains
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information on that types of events the Navy League would organize for the Sea Cadets and how they
would organize them, and how the Navy League would organize itself.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS1-MS1.1 - Event Organization

Title: Event Organization

ID: MC 894-MS1-MS1.1

Date: 1987-1994 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains internal documents used by the St. Andrews Navy League, which detail
how they were planning on structuring upcoming Navy League and #303 Sea Cadet Corps events.
Details on these events which can be found in these documents include steps that needed to be
taken to organize them, items and equipment needed for events, what they would entail, and
outlines of how they would be structured. Events could include more informal affairs like cadet
dances or pizza parties, to more formal events such as memorial services, parades, or fundraising.
Also included is a complete list of #303 Sea Cadet activities and events from 1991-1992. There are
also many documents related to planning for the Navy League’s centennial year in 1995, including
details and special instructions on planned centennial events, and a publicity plan for the centennial
year to promote public awareness and recruitment.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS1-MS1.2 - Internal League Structure

Title: Internal League Structure

ID: MC 894-MS1-MS1.2

Date: 1986-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains documents which contain information on the internal structure and
organization of the St. Andrews branch of the New Brunswick Navy League. These can include
everything from lists of Navy League member or cadet parent contact info, internal memos
and reminders on items that need to be addressed, outlines of proposed designs for thank you
cards, meeting minutes, and medals, blank and completed report forms, and notes on cadet
activities. There are also a few items related to cadet recruitment such as documents outlining
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recruitment strategies, a poster, and lists of the prices of advertisements in local newspapers.
Warrants authorizing the formation of the St. Andrews Navy League and cadet corps, as well as a
signed declaration of adherence to the charter and by-laws of the Navy League of Canada are also
included.

Publication status:

Published

Series: MC 894-MS2 - Financial Documents

Title: Financial Documents

ID: MC 894-MS2

Date: 1987-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series contains different types of financial information on the St. Andrews branch of the New
Brunswick Navy League and their activities, including budgets, financial reports, statements, and
assessments. These documents contain information on the expenses of specific Sea Cadet events that
the St. Andrews Navy League would organize, as well as the expenses for running the League itself.
There is also a collection of financial documents from early in the St. Andrews Navy League’s life
related to their application to become registered as a charitable organization so they could provide
income tax receipts to anyone who made a donation to their organization.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS2-MS2.1 - Charitable Organization Application

Title: Charitable Organization Application

ID: MC 894-MS2-MS2.1

Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The documents in this subseries were used by the St. Andrews branch of the New Brunswick Navy
League to apply to become a registered charity through Revenue Canada’s Canadian Charities and
Canadian Athletic Associations Application for Registration. These documents include drafts and
completed versions of the necessary application form, outlines of extra financial documents they
would need to provide with the application, as well as the extra documents themselves. These extra
documents include financial information on the St. Andrews Navy League, such as a report of
their revenue. There are also progress reports on the status of the application, and correspondence
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with other members of the Navy League and Revenue Canada from the St. Andrews Navy League
with questions about the application. Drafts and completed versions of St. Andrews Navy League
income tax receipts are also included.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS2-MS2.2 - Statements, Reports, Assessments, and Budgets

Title: Statements, Reports, Assessments, and Budgets

ID: MC 894-MS2-MS2.2

Date: 1987-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries includes documents which contain a wide variety of different financial information
on the St. Andrews branch of the Navy League. Most of these documents are either financial
statements, budgets, or treasurer’s reports for specific fiscal years, as well as financial information
related to specific Sea Cadet events such as expenses for food, awards, or travel. There are also
drafts for St. Andrews Navy League budgets and an application for financial assistance. Some of
the financial documents in this subseries apply to other related organizations, such as a financial
assessment for the New Brunswick Navy League and a financial statement for the Passamaquoddy
branch of the Royal Canadian Legion.

Publication status:

Published

Series: MC 894-MS3 - Cadet Training Documents

Title: Cadet Training Documents

ID: MC 894-MS3

Date: 1943-1992 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series contains documents related to the cadets of the #303 St. Andrews Corps and their training.
These include educational materials meant to inform cadets about Canada’s Navy and its history, as
well as teach them important cadet skills. There are also documents which show how the progression
of a cadet’s training would be assessed, and how individual cadets would be evaluated. This series
also includes a handwritten account of an unknown female cadet on her experience as part of a corps.
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Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS3-MS3.1 - Informational Documents

Title: Informational Documents

ID: MC 894-MS3-MS3.1

Date: 1943-1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains information on a wide variety of topics which would have been taught to
Sea Cadets as part of their training. These can include documents meant to educate the reader on
specific kinds of Canadian ships or significant events in the history of the Canadian Navy, such as
the H.M.C.S. St. Croix disaster. Historic newspaper articles from the 1940s on this event are also
included. Other miscellaneous training documents include a booklet on watercraft safety orders
and a poem about the Springhill mining disaster in Nova Scotia by Peggy Seeger. There are also
items which outline how a cadet’s training should be structured and what should be included in
it. These include a cadet training syllabus and various notes on recommendations for Sea Cadet
training.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS3-MS3.2 - Cadet Evaluations

Title: Cadet Evaluations

ID: MC 894-MS3-MS3.2

Date: 1988-1992 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains evaluations on the training of a pair of specific Sea Cadets, as well
as other documents related to the progression of a cadet’s training and the assessment of that
progression. These include notes on a first aid training course, an exam to be taken by Sea Cadets
looking to advance to the rank of LC-PO2, and messages from the commanding officer of the
#303 Sea Cadets in St. Andrews on how their training is progressing. There are also two bundles
of documents which contain certificates of service, course reports, applications, awards, and
assessments of physical fitness for a pair of cadets named Jolene Rae McCurdy and Joseph Jay
Forward. Jolene’s documents are part of her application to serve for a time on board the H.M.C.S.
Margaree in the Caribbean, while Joseph’s is meant to assess whether he is ready to advance to a
cadet staff position.
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Publication status:

Published

File: MC 894-MS3-MS3.2-1 - Handwritten Account

Title: Handwritten Account

ID: MC 894-MS3-MS3.2-1

Date: n.d. (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This file contains a handwritten account of an unknown female cadet’s experience as part of a
corps, outlining both the positive and negative things that stood out to them during this time.
The document describes how the author first learned about the Sea Cadet movement and why
she wanted to join, her experiences during summer camp, how certain accomplishments made
her feel, and how she feels being the only senior female cadet in her corps.

Publication status:

Published

Series: MC 894-MS4 - Media

Title: Media

ID: MC 894-MS4

Date: 1987-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Items in this series are published articles and newsletters meant to inform the reader of Navy League
and Sea Cadet events and news, with some items being aimed at members of these organizations
while others are aimed at the general public. Internal publications were circulated within the Navy
League and Sea Cadet organizations and were meant to inform the reader of relevant events and recent
developments within those organizations, as well as within the Canadian Navy. Articles aimed at the
general public can include articles on events the Sea Cadets recently attended or things they have
accomplished. These are likely intended to maintain public interest and awareness in the movement
and to drive recruitment. There are also articles meant to promote Sea Cadet and Navy League events
which the general public can attend.

Publication status:
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Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS4-MS4.1 - Internal Publications

Title: Internal Publications

ID: MC 894-MS4-MS4.1

Date: 1988-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains newsletters and announcements that were circulated internally within
the Navy League or the Sea Cadets, which contain information on Navy League or Sea Cadet
activities. These include copies of “Info-Clips”, “The Trident”, and “Maritime Affairs Bulletin”,
all of which are Navy League newsletters with articles on recent and upcoming events within
the Canadian Navy League or the Canadian Navy itself. There are also many internal Navy
League centennial newsletters and announcements in this subseries. Also included is a copy of the
summer 1990 issue of “Intercom”, a Sea Cadet newsletter, which contains an article on a change
of command ceremony for the #303 St. Andrews Corps. Another newsletter in this collection is
the autumn 1988 issue of “Access”, a newsletter with articles relevant to the Sea, Army, and Air
cadets.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS4-MS4.2 - Public Newspapers

Title: Public Newspapers

ID: MC 894-MS4-MS4.2

Date: 1987-1994 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains newspaper articles and announcements related to Sea Cadet and St.
Andrews Navy League activities aimed at the general public, usually either to inform them of
events the general public can attend or to promote the Sea Cadet movement. Articles meant for
promotion usually include news on special events the St. Andrews Sea Cadets have attended
recently, such as the Trafalgar Day Games in Saint John, or of special rewards or accomplishments
certain cadets have received. The announcements for events the general public can attend include
raffles, an open house, parent’s night, or the annual ceremonial inspection. Various drafts for
recruitment messages, articles, and advertisements for the Navy League or Sea Cadets are also
included. Lastly, there is a newspaper article on the history of sea shanties from “Wavelengths”.
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Publication status:

Published

File: MC 894-MS4-MS4.2-2 - Media Information Packages

Title: Media Information Packages

ID: MC 894-MS4-MS4.2-2

Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This file contains a draft and completed copy of the St. Andrews Navy League’s media
information package on the Sea Cadet’s annual inspection ceremony for May 26 1987. The
package of documents contains information on the St. Andrews Navy League and its cadet
corps, such as lists of Navy League members and corps officers, activities, training, and events
the corps has taken part in throughout the year, acknowledgements for people, parents, and
other organizations that helped them that year, a brief history of the St. Andrews Navy League
and its cadet corps, and the aims and goals of the sea cadet movement, Navy League branch,
and the Department of National Defense.

Publication status:

Published

Series: MC 894-MS5 - Informational Documents

Title: Informational Documents

ID: MC 894-MS5

Date: 1986-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The documents in this series provide information on the St. Andrews Navy League and the larger
Canadian Navy League it is a part of. These include documents which outline the early history of both
the Canadian Navy League and its St. Andrews branch, as well as informational documents on the
policies of this organization. These provide information on how the Navy League was structured and
how each branch was expected to manage its corresponding cadet corps.

Publication status:

Published
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Subseries: MC 894-MS5-MS5.1 - History of the Navy League

Title: History of the Navy League

ID: MC 894-MS5-MS5.1

Date: 1987-1994 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains a document outlining the history of the Canadian Navy League from
its creation in 1895 to 1995, which was distributed as part of the Navy League’s centennial
celebrations leading up to its centennial year in 1995. Also included is a document outlining the
early history of the St. Andrews branch of the Navy League and the #303 “St. Andrew” Sea Cadet
corps from their creation in 1986 to 1987.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS5-MS5.2 - Policy

Title: Policy

ID: MC 894-MS5-MS5.2

Date: 1986-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains documents which outline Navy League and Sea Cadet policy. For the Navy
League these include outlines of the functions and duties of Navy League members, committees,
and officers, documents which outline the aims and objectives of the Navy League, as well as
lists of Navy League personnel and of the different branches in New Brunswick with contact
information. There are also documents which outline cadet policy, such as a statement of how
cadets are meant to conduct themselves or lists of cadet personnel. Some documents outline new
policies or changes to existing policies, such as a proposed new award point system for the cadets
or changes to cadet instructor suitability. Lastly, the amended by-laws of the New Brunswick
division of the Navy League for 1995 are also included.

Publication status:

Published

Series: MC 894-MS6 - Awards and Certificates

Title: Awards and Certificates
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ID: MC 894-MS6

Date: 1990-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series includes blank awards and certificates that were meant to be given to Navy League and Sea
Cadet personnel in recognition of their accomplishments or service, as well a bundle of documents
related to the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS6-MS6.1 - Awards

Title: Awards

ID: MC 894-MS6-MS6.1

Date: 1990-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Included in this subseries are a bundle of Navy League of Canada Community Service Awards,
all of which are blank or missing certain fields, as well as a list of rewards and their recipients
within the New Brunswick division of the Navy League for 1995. Lastly, there is a bundle of
documents related to the Lions and The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. This bundle contains a
pamphlet outlining the aims and purpose of the Duke Edinburgh’s Award and its requirements, a
newspaper article on two of its recipients, and a registration form for this award filled in by #303
Sea Cadets in St. Andrews.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS6-MS6.2 - Certificates

Title: Certificates

ID: MC 894-MS6-MS6.2

Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries includes a bundle of blank certificates meant to be given out to Navy League
and Sea Cadet members in recognition of their service. These include a certificate meant to
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acknowledge participation in Navy League centennial events, a certificate of Navy League service,
and a certificate of service for a Sea Cadet.

Publication status:

Published

Series: MC 894-MS7 - Meeting Documents

Title: Meeting Documents

ID: MC 894-MS7

Date: 1986-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series contains documents related to the meetings of the St. Andrews Navy League, which
includes minutes, agendas, and notes. The meeting minutes are a recording of what was discussed
at these meetings and provide information on how the St. Andrews Navy League would structure
itself, maintain a cadet corps, and structure events for that cadet corps. The agendas provided an
outline of how these meetings were structured. Lastly, the notes for these meetings are supplementary
documents related to the topics discussed at these meetings. These are mostly rough notes which
outline potential approaches to organizing events and solving logistical problems.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS7-MS7.1 - Minutes

Title: Minutes

ID: MC 894-MS7-MS7.1

Date: 1986-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries includes the minutes for various St. Andrews Navy League meetings. Topics that
were discussed at these meetings and recorded in these minutes include the structure of cadet
training, financial matters such as fundraising and budgets, public relations and recruitment,
organizing upcoming events, internal policies, and the logistics of maintaining a cadet corps, such
as finding spaces for training and storage. There are also a few minutes from meetings that predate
the formation of the cadet corps in St. Andrews which discuss the St. Andrews Navy League’s
plans for its creation. Also includes minutes from the meetings of the Steering Committee of the
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Navy League’s 1995 centennial celebrations for the New Brunswick division, which discuss plans
for centennial events.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS7-MS7.2 - Agendas

Creator: St. Andrews Navy League

Title: Agendas

ID: MC 894-MS7-MS7.2

Date: 1987-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains agendas for St. Andrews Navy League meetings. These agendas outline
the structure of their corresponding meeting, which usually involved the reading of the previous
meeting’s minutes, treasurer’s reports, reading correspondence, and discussing new and old
business and upcoming events. Topics include recruitment, event organization, public relations,
internal policies, fundraising, logistics for running a cadet corps, and the structure of the St.
Andrews Navy League. There are also a few agendas for special meetings, such as an emergency
meeting on cadet behavior, an informational meeting for parents, and a combined general meeting
and open house which would have involved presentations, displays, and answering questions about
the cadet movement.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS7-MS7.3 - Notes

Title: Notes

ID: MC 894-MS7-MS7.3

Date: 1987-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The notes in this subseries were used as supplementary documents for St. Andrews Navy League
meetings. These can include notes on potential approaches to organizing upcoming events, such
as how to acquire certain necessary pieces of equipment, who to contact to publicize the event,
and other logistical topics. Other types of notes include which members of the Navy League are
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handling which tasks, handwritten notes for creating fiscal year budgets, and the structure of cadet
training.

Publication status:

Published

Series: MC 894-MS8 - Programs and Pamphlets

Title: Programs and Pamphlets

ID: MC 894-MS8

Date: 1987-1994 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series contains programs for various Sea Cadet events as well as pamphlets which were meant to
drive recruitment and inform the reader about the Sea Cadet movement. The programs are for special
ceremonies, such as the annual inspection ceremony that served as both an evaluation of a cadet corps
and a look back at everything the corps was able to accomplish that year. Programs for the annual
inspections of other corps outside St. Andrews are also included. These were likely used as inspiration
for the creation of the annual inspection programs for the St. Andrews Sea Cadets. The pamphlets
included inform the reader of what it is like to be a Sea Cadet with the aim of increasing recruitment.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS8-MS8.1 - Programs

Title: Programs

ID: MC 894-MS8-MS8.1

Date: 1987-1994 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains programs for St. Andrews Navy League and Sea Cadet events, as well as
a few drafts for some of the programs. These include drafts and a completed copy of a program
for a change of command ceremony for the #303 Sea Cadets, a program for a Remembrance Day
ceremony in St. Andrews organized by the Royal Canadian Legion Passamaquoddy Branch #8 in
which the St. Andrews Sea Cadets participated, programs for a remembrance service for the Battle
of the Atlantic hosted by the Sea Cadets, and pages from a special thanks section of a program
used as a draft with handwritten notes for changes.
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Publication status:

Published

File: MC 894-MS8-MS8.1-3 - Annual Inspection Programs

Title: Annual Inspection Programs

ID: MC 894-MS8-MS8.1-3

Date: 1987-1992 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This file contains programs for cadet annual inspection events, many of which are for other
corps such as the Rodney Sea Cadets in Saint John. These programs usually contained
messages from commanding officers of the corps and Navy League members to the cadets,
summaries of events the cadets did that year, lists of cadets in the corps, and advertisements
from sponsors. This file also includes drafts for various annual inspection programs for the
#303 Sea Cadets in St. Andrews.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS8-MS8.2 - Pamphlets

Title: Pamphlets

ID: MC 894-MS8-MS8.2

Date: n.d. (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains promotional pamphlets for the Sea Cadet movement meant to drive
recruitment, including two pamphlets which provide a general overview of what being a Sea Cadet
is like, and another pamphlet meant to answer frequently asked questions about the Sea Cadets.
Lastly, there is a pamphlet with a wide variety of information on the relationships between the Sea
Cadets, Navy Leagues, and Canadian Forces. It includes sections on the Sea Cadet constitution, the
organization of the Sea Cadet instructors list, the aim of the cadet organization, the responsibilities
of the Canadian Forces to this movement, cadet leagues, the sponsors of the cadet movement, and
the relationship between the Canadian Forces and sponsors.

Publication status:

Published
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Series: MC 894-MS9 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence

ID: MC 894-MS9

Date: 1986-1997 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series contains correspondence addressed to or written by representatives of the St. Andrews
Navy League. These include letters addressed to people or organizations who are not directly affiliated
with the Navy League, and internal correspondence between St. Andrews Navy League members and
the wider New Brunswick or Canadian Navy League. Most of the letters are addressed to or written by
Navy League presidents Donna Muir or Sam Polar, or Vice President Nick Wainman-Wood.

Publication status:

Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS9-MS9.1 - External Correspondence

Title: External Correspondence

ID: MC 894-MS9-MS9.1

Date: 1987-1994 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains correspondence between members of the St. Andrews Navy League and
various people who are not directly affiliated with the Navy League. Recipients can include
cadet parents, who are often sent requests for donations, requests for volunteer assistance with
Navy League activities or cadet events or requests to attend those events, letters related to cadet
behavioral issues, and requests to attend Navy League meetings. Other recipients might be
businesses, with correspondences including requests for items necessary for Sea Cadet events
such as food or balloons, advertisement opportunities in the annual inspection program, orders
for items for cadet uniforms such as cap tallies or badges, orders for awards to give to cadets
at ceremonies, or orders for items to sell at fundraising events. There are also correspondences
with local organizations such as representatives of the town of St. Andrews, the local Sir James
Dunn Arena, or schools in the area. These can include requests for permission to use space for
fundraising or cadet training. Many letters in this collection are related to publicity endeavors
by the St. Andrews Navy League. Recipients of these letters include local newspapers and radio
stations such as the St. Croix Courier or WQDY Radio, with requests to run announcements of
upcoming Navy League or Sea Cadet events and recruitment messages. Lastly, there are thank you
letters to volunteers, and invitations to attend cadet events.

Publication status:
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Published

Subseries: MC 894-MS9-MS9.2 - Internal Correspondence

Title: Internal Correspondence

ID: MC 894-MS9-MS9.2

Date: 1986-1997 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This subseries contains correspondence between different members of the St. Andrews Navy
League or correspondence between representatives of the St. Andrews Navy League and members
of the wider Canadian Navy League or the Canadian Navy itself. Correspondence between
different members of the St. Andrews Navy League usually involved discussions about cadet
officer and Navy League positions that needed to be filled, financial discussions such as the costs
of using specific spaces for cadet training, requests to complete reports or plan outlines, internal
memos on publicity endeavors and upcoming events, and thank you letters from Navy League
members to cadet officers for their assistance. Correspondence with the wider Navy League
includes recommendations of Sea Cadets for awards or scholarships, correspondence concerning
the fact that the St. Andrews Sea Cadets have been placed on probation due to a lack of members,
plans for the centennial year in 1995, changes to Navy League policy, invitations to general
meetings, and proposals for changes to policy.

Publication status:

Published
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